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Abstract

The trace assertion method is a formal state machine based method for specifying module
interfaces ([3, 15, 25, 28, 32, 36]). A module interface speci cation treats the module as
a black-box, identifying all module's access programs (i.e. programs that can be invoked
from outside of the module), and describing their externally visible e ects. A formal model
for the trace assertion method is proposed. The concept of step-traces is introduced and
applied. The role of non-determinism, normal and exceptional behaviour, value functions
and multi-object modules are discussed. The relationship with the Algebraic Speci cation
([9, 37]) is analyzed.
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1 Introduction
Software modules, viewed as "black boxes" [28, 26], hide some software decisions and provide
abstract data types. They could conveniently be speci ed using the trace assertion method.
A trace is a complete history of the visible behaviour of the objects. It includes all events
a ecting the object, eventually with the outputs produced. Formally a trace is a sequence of
event occurrences. The fundamental principle is that a trace speci cation describes only those
features of an object that are externally observable and the central idea of the approach is that
the traces can be divided into clusters and each cluster is represented by a single canonical trace.
Frequently these clusters are equivalence classes, and then the module speci cation is called
deterministic. A simple, automata based, model for the traces assertions presented below. The
problem of non-determinism and output values is emphasized.
The trace assertion method was rst formulated by Bartussek and Parnas in [3], as a possible
answer for some problems with early algebraic speci cations [9, 37], and since then has undergone many modi cations [15, 25, 32, 36]. Many persons have been involved in the development
of the Trace Assertion Method, but the main initial ideas are due to D. L. Parnas. In recent
years, there has been an increased interest in the Trace Assertion Method [17, 18, 19, 27, 31, 35],
however fully satisfactory foundations have not yet been developed.
Like many others currently used techniques (object oriented programming, algebraic speci cation, etc.), the sequence-based methods for software analysis and speci cation have been
born in seventies. Initially they were mainly used to analyze and to prove various properties
of programming schemes ([4, 12, 20, 24]). Among others they were used to prove that, under
the same set of operations, recursive programs have greater computational power than the iterative programs, and the programs with coroutines are more powerful than the recursive ones.
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Later the sequence-based techniques were used for the speci cation purposes ([3, 14]). The rst
stream has reached a saturation point in late seventies, the second is very much alive.
The term \trace" seems to be overused in Computer Science. It has at least two di erent
meanings. First, the primary meaning in North America, is just a sequence of events, actions,
operations, or systems calls, i.e. it is a sequence of specially interpreted elements. The second, primary in Europe, is an element of a partially commutative monoid, where the monoid
operation is a concatenation (see [8]). In the second case the name \Mazurkiewicz traces" is
often used [8, 22] . Traces in the rst sense can be treated as a special case of the second (the
independency relation is empty, i.e. no commutativity at all). The \step-traces" used in this
paper lie somewhere between the rst and the second meaning.
The trace assertion method is a vital part of general, relation based tabular speci cation
technique, which had several serious industrial applications (see [23, 30]).
The trace assertion method is based on the following postulates:
 Information hiding (Black box) principle [28, 26] is fundamental for any speci cation.
 Sequences are natural, powerful and easy to use tools for specifying abstract objects.
 Explicit equations are preferable over implicit equations. Implicit equations might provide
shorter and more abstract speci cation, but are much less readable and dicult to derive
that the explicit ones (see Section 15).
 State machines are natural, powerful and easy to use tools for specifying systems. For
many applications they are better than algebras, and their use for speci cation is growing
[1, 2, 13]. State machines (not necessary nite) are equivalent to algebras. This relationship di ers for di erent machines and algebras, but the general idea of relationship may
be illustrated as follows:
| (p; a{z) = q} , a| (p{z
) = q};
state machine
algebra
where  is a transition function of a state machine with a as a function name, and a(p) is
a function named a applied to p. See [10, 5] and Section 15.
The four next sections are quite informal. In the next section we will introduce and brie y
discuss three simple modules. These modules will be used to illustrate all the major problems
and solutions. In Section 3 the question "What is an atomic observable event?" is discussed.
The question "What should be done with possible misuses (as for instance popping the empty
stack) of a module?" is analyzed in Section 4. A module access-program may return some values,
but is it absolutely necessary to specify this fact by a separate output value function? This
problem is discussed in Section 5. More formal part starts with Section 6, where a collection
of rather well known results from the formal language and automata theory that are used in
or in uenced the trace assertion method, is presented. Objects described by the sequences and
the concept of step-sequences is discussed in Section 7, while automata with states speci ed
by the step-sequences are analyzed in Section 8. The formal concept of a Trace Assertion
Speci cation, which is a automata-like structure is given in Section 9. The special instances of
the Trace Assertion Speci cation as Mealy form and the controversial use of invisible actions
3

are discussed respectively in Sections 10 and 11. One of the results obtained is that we do
much better without output value functions. The theory is simpler and more consistent, no
information is lost, and the resulting speci cation seems to be more readable. The misuses
are formally discussed in Section 12. The idea is that the misuses are modeled separately
and eventually they may be added to the pure trace speci cation as an enhancement. The
result is called a full trace speci cation. Section 13 de nes a format for the trace speci cation
technique. All the examples from Section 2 are formally speci ed in this format at the end of
this section. Section 14 deals with multi-object modules. The uniquely labeled sets of steptraces are introduced and used as a speci cation tool. The relationship between the Trace
Assertions and Algebraic Speci cations ([9, 37]) is analyzed in Section 15. The last section
contains nal comments.

2 Introductory Examples
We shall use the following examples of modules: Stack, Unique Integer, Very Drunk Stack and
Drunk Stack. Each module is designed to implement a single object.
The Stack module provides three access programs:
 PUSH (i), which enters an integer i on the stack,
 POP , which has no arguments and removes the top of the stack, and
 TOP , which has no arguments and returns the value which is on the top of the stack.
Intuitively, a state of the stack is determined by the nite sequence of integers, the last element of the sequence represents the top of the stack, and the rst represents the bottom. Note
that every sequence of properly used access programs leads to exactly one state. For instance
PUSH (4):PUSH (1):POP:PUSH (7):TOP and PUSH (4):PUSH (7) both lead to state h4; 7i.
They could be seen as equivalent and we can choose for instance the trace PUSH (4):PUSH (7)
as a canonical trace representing the state h4; 7i.
The Unique Integer module provides only one access program:
 GET , which does not take any argument and returns an integer value from the set of
integers a machine can represent.
The only restriction on the return value is that it cannot be any value that has been returned
by previous GET invocations. Intuitively the state of Unique Integer module is determined by
the set of all integers that have been returned by all previous GET invocations. In this case
the sequence, say GET:GET:GET , corresponds to any set fi1; i2; i3g, where i1, i2 and i3 are
distinct integers. However the invocation of GET is only a part of a single observable event,
an invocation of GET returns an integer i, so the full observable event is a pair (GET; i), or,
more conveniently, GET : i. A pair GET : i is an action-response event, with the action GET
and the response i. Any trace built from GET :i's describes one state, for instance both GET :
5:GET :1:GET :8, and GET :1:GET :5:GET :8, describe the state f1; 5; 8g, they could be seen as
equivalent, and we can choose for instance GET :1:GET :5:GET :8 as a canonical trace. However,
since the order of GET 's is not important, quite opposite, it may cause some problems when
4

imposed, we will use a canonical step-trace hGET :1:GET :5:GET :8i, as a state descriptor. hi is
an operator that makes order irrelevant, i.e. hGET :1:GET :5:GET :8i = hGET :8:GET :1:GET :5i,
etc. (see Section 7) for details.
Both the Stack and the Unique Integer can be modeled by deterministic state machines (automata) since in both cases every trace generated describes exactly one state. The di erence
is that for the Unique Integer traces are built from pairs (action; response) while for the Stack
actions alone are sucient. The case when traces built from actions alone are sucient will be
called output independent.
The Drunk Stack is almost the same as the Stack with only one exception, the access
program POP is "drunk" so it behaves di erently, namely


POP , if the length of the stack is one then it removes the top of the stack, if the length
is greater than 1, POP becomes non-deterministic, it either removes the top of the stack
or the two top elements of the stack.

Now the trace PUSH (7):PUSH (4):PUSH (1):PUSH (3):POP may lead to two states:
7; 4; 1i and h7; 4i. Adding outputs to the events does not change the situation since both PUSH
and POP produce no output. However each state is unambiguously described by an appropriate trace built from PUSH programs, for instance PUSH (7):PUSH (4):PUSH (1) describes
the state h7; 4; 1i, and only this state, so canonical traces can be built. However the traces
PUSH (7):PUSH (4):PUSH (1) and PUSH (7):PUSH (4):PUSH (1):PUSH (3):POP may no
longer be considered as equivalent, they lead to di erent sets of states. They could be interpreted as similar since the sets of states they represent are not disjoint, and they both belong
to the same cluster of traces. The cluster of traces they belong to, is the set of all traces
that may lead to the state h7; 4; 1i. This cluster is unambiguously represented by the trace
PUSH (7):PUSH (4):PUSH (1). The PUSH es are \sober" so they can be used to specify
canonical traces.
The use of output independent traces is sucient for Drunk Stack, however its behaviour
cannot be modeled by a deterministic automaton unless the concept of its states is changed
(see Section 6).
The Drunk Stack can be modeled by a non-deterministic state machine with states unambiguously described by canonical traces.
h

The Very Drunk Stack has two "drunk" access programs POP and PUSH , the access
program TOP is the same as in the Stack. POP behaves as in the Drunk Stack, while the
behaviour of PUSH is the following:


PUSH (i), it either enters an integer i on the stack, or enters two integers i on the stack.

In this case the trace PUSH (7):PUSH (4) leads to h7; 4i, or h7; 7; 4i, or h7; 4; 4i, or h7; 7; 4; 4i.
Moreover, each trace which does not lead to the empty stack, may lead to at least two di erent
states. Thus the canonical traces interpreted as traces that can unambiguously describe states
cannot be de ned (the only \sober" action is TOP , but it does not change the states!). We need
to proceed di erently. One way is to observed that the state h7; 4i is the only state that can be
5

reached by both the trace PUSH (7):PUSH (4) and the trace PUSH (7):PUSH (4):POP:POP .
Thus the set of traces
fPUSH (7):PUSH (4) ; PUSH (7):PUSH (4):POP:POP g
can be used as a trace descriptor of the state h7; 4i. One may observe that every state can
unambiguously described in this sense by a nite set of traces. Modeling states of modules by
sets of canonical traces was proposed in [27]. However we reject such an approach. The sets
of traces that describe states can be large and complex even for relatively simple (but highly
non-deterministic) modules. We believe such approach will result in a complex and unreadable speci cation. We propose the use of abstract constructor actions instead. In the case of
Drunken Stack, all states can easily be speci ed by an abstract construction (invisible) action
push1(i) which pushes exactly one i on the stack. The speci cation obtained is simple and
natural (see Section 13, Figures 8 and 9).
We would like to point out that both Drunk Stack and Very Drunk Stack can be represented
by deterministic state machines (automata) but then the states can no longer be interpreted as
nite sequences of integers. We shall discuss this in detail in Section 6.

3 Alphabet
Since a trace speci cation describes only those features of a module that are externally observable, the question arises 'What is an atomic observation?'. What constitutes an alphabet from
which the traces are built? One may think of two kinds of event occurrences:
 action events
 action-response events
The action events are access program invocations, like PUSH (5) or GET . The set of action
events will be denoted by , or name if necessary. For instance
Stack = fPUSH (i) j i is an integer g [ fPOP; TOP g; while UniqueInteger = fGET g:
The action-response events are access program invocations together with the outputs that
are produced. If an access program does not produce any output, it is assumed that it produces
the output nil. The set of all output values will be denoted by O, or Oname if necessary. It
is assumed that nil 2 O. The set of all action-response events will be denoted by , with
    O. We shall write rather a:d 2  instead of (a; d) 2 . For example PUSH (5):nil or
GET :3 are action-response events, and
Stack = fPUSH (i):nil j i is an integer g [ fTOP :i j i is an integer g [ fPOP :nilg;
UniqueInteger = fGET :i j i is an integer g:
Note that the sequences of action-response event occurrences are what is really observed.
However one may abstract away from the output values, if states can be unambiguously described by sequences of action event occurrences only. If the response is nil it will frequently
be omitted, so if it does not lead to misunderstanding, we shall write just PUSH (7) instead of
PUSH (7):nil.
6

4 Normal and Exceptional Behaviour
Let us take the stack module and a trace t = PUSH (i1):PUSH (i2):::::PUSH (in) which describes the stack state hi1; i2; :::; ini. Suppose that the stack has a bound n, i.e. hi1 ; i2; :::; ini is
a state of the full stack, and consider the trace

t:PUSH (in+1) = PUSH (i1):PUSH (i2): ::: :PUSH (in):PUSH (in+1):
What kind of a behaviour this trace describes? Clearly this a possible visible behaviour, but
PUSH (in+1 ) represents a misuse since the stack may not be pushed beyond its capacity. In
other words t:PUSH (in+1 ) does not represent any normal behaviour of the stack module, it
represents an exceptional behaviour since a misuse is involved. What stack state this trace
represent? One solution might be that (because the last push was a misuse) the stack state is
not changed, i.e. t:PUSH (in+1) represents the same state as the trace t, namely hi1; i2; :::; ini.
Another approach might be the last push will cause the bottom (the earliest inserted) element to be "squeezed" out of the stack. In this case t:PUSH (in+1) would represent the state
1
hi2 ; i3 ; :::; in+1i . A trace POP is another example of an exceptional behaviour for empty stack
should not be popped, so it is a misuse. A trace TOP is also a misuse and represents an exceptional behaviour, but in this case the problem is what value should be returned, nil, any integer,
special value like unde ned, or something else? In other words, in terms of traces built from
action-response events, which trace represents a misuse of TOP at the empty stack: TOP :nil,
TOP :undefined or TOP :something else?
However in any case the state structure of the module is independent of its exceptional
behaviour. All states of the stack are entirely de ned by its normal behaviour.
We shall propose to divide the Trace Assertion Method in two stages, the normal behaviour
will be described in the rst, main, stage, and an exceptional behaviour may be describe in the
second stage. The second stage could be seen as an enhancement of the speci cation obtained
in the rst stage.
A behaviour generated by module is normal if no misuse is involved, otherwise it is called
exceptional. The union of normal and exceptional behaviour will be called visible behaviour.
The visible behaviour roughly corresponds to feasible behaviour of [19, 27]. But the given
de nition of feasible behaviour is confusing. In principle it says that a trace a1:d1 :a2:d2 : ::: :ak:dk
is feasible i for each i = 1; 2; :::; k, output di may be produced by an action ai after a sequence
a1:d1 :a2:d2: ::: :ai,1:di,1 . But this means that the trace POP (or POP :nil) is feasible but TOP
(or TOP :something ) may not.
There are cases where the same trace describes both normal and exceptional behaviour. For
instance for the Drunk Stack, the trace PUSH (7):PUSH (4):POP:POP describes the normal
behaviour under the assumption that the rst POP removed only one element from the stack,
and it describes an exceptional behaviour when the rst POP removed two elements from the
1 In this case it is not obvious that t:P U SH (in+1 ) represents an exceptional behaviour. It might be interpreted

as a normal behaviour of di erent kind of stack (compare [36]). What is an exceptional behaviour [29] is a
subjective matter, so its role in the mathematical model should be limited.
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stack. Then after PUSH (7):PUSH (4):POP the stack is empty and the second POP is a
misuse.
The fact that the same trace describes both normal and exceptional behaviour cannot be
speci ed by any deterministic automaton (see Section 12).
There are traces that do not represent any behaviour. For instance for the Unique Integer
module the trace GET :3:GET :3 represents neither normal nor exceptional behaviour. GET is
not a misuse at the state described by GET :3, but it produces non-deterministically any value
but 3.

5 Value Functions
In terms of traces the fact that action TOP in the state h5; 7; 4i produces the value 4 and
does not change the state can be expressed in three ways. One way is to say that there is a
value function v which with the arguments PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4) and TOP returns
the value 4, i.e.
v (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP ) = 4;
and there is a transition function  2 that transforms PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4) and TOP
into the one element set3 fPUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4)g, i.e.

 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP ) = PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4) :
f

g

Another way is to say that there is a transition (extension) function  that transforms PUSH (5):
nil:PUSH (7):nil:PUSH (4):nil and TOP :4 into PUSH (5):nil:PUSH (7):nil:PUSH (4):nil, i.e.
(we omit nil's below, PUSH (i) really means PUSH (i):nil)

 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP :4) = PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4)
f

g

while  (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP :i) = ;, if i 6= 4.
The third way is to use both the transition function  and the value function v which
returns 4 for the arguments PUSH (5):nil:PUSH (7):nil:PUSH (4):nil and TOP , i.e.

v (PUSH (5):nil:PUSH (7):nil:PUSH (4):nil; TOP ) = 4:
Note that the function v is redundant since it can be completely derived from  . The function
 can be seen as a composition of  and v . For the stack module the rst way seems to be the
most appropriate, the second way is acceptable, but the third is rather super uous which lacks
elegance and readability.
For the Unique Integer module the fact that action GET in the state f3; 6; 9g must not
produce i 2 f3; 6; 9g, but it may result in producing the integer 7 and this will change the state
2 We want the notation used here to be the same as in Section 9, where this problem is formally analyzed.
3 We prefer (s; a) = ftg over (s; a) = t even for deterministic case since we cane use (s; a) = ; to denote

that a cannot be normally used at s. We will make use of this in Section 6.
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to f3; 6; 7; 9g. This fact may be expressed in two ways, either using only  , or  together with
v . The rst way is to de ne

( GET :3:GET :6:GET :9 ; GET :7) = GET :3:GET :6:GET :7:GET :9
and  ( GET :3:GET :6:GET :9 ; GET :i) = , if i = 3; 6; 9 .
h

i

h

is

i

fh

;

2 f

ig

g

The second way is to de ne, in addition to  , a value function v which for these arguments

v ( GET :3:GET :6:GET :9 ; GET ) = i i = 3; 6; 9 :
Surprisingly using  together with v is very popular in the existing literature [18, 19, 27, 36].
Again, we consider this as super uous. There may be some cases when an explicit use of v
increases readability and precision, but in general it does not. Using  alone seems to be a
h

i

f

j

2 f

gg

better way in most cases.

If the traces are built from action events only then the explicit use of the value function v
is a must,  alone does not contain any information about the outputs. But if the traces must
be built from action-response events (as for Unique Integer module), the function  alone seems
to be sucient in most cases.

6 Languages and Automata
In this section we show how some fundamental results from automata theory a ect the Trace
Assertion Method. We do not assume that the sets of states consider below are always nite.
All the results presented in this section are classical (see for instance [10, 16]).
Let  be an alphabet,  be the set of all sequences built from the elements of  including
the empty sequence denoted by ". For every two sequences x; y 2  , their concatenation will
be denoted by x:y .
A language L   is pre x closed if L = fx j 9y 2  : x:y 2 Lg.

6.1 Deterministic and Non-deterministic Automata
By a deterministic automaton we mean a quintuple

Adet = (; S; ; s0; F );
where:  is the alphabet, S is the set of states,  is the transition function,  : S 
is the initial state, F S is the set of nal states.


!

S , s0



The transition function  is standardly extended to   : S   ! S , by de ning   (s; ") = s,
 (s; x:a) = ( (s; x); a) for every state s, and every x 2  , a 2 .
A language recognized by Adet is de ned as L(Adet ) = fx 2  j  (s0 ; x) 2 F g.
By a general automaton we mean a quintuple

A = (; S; ; s0; F );
9

where: is the alphabet, S is the set of states,  is the transition function,  : S   ! 2S , s0
is the initial state, F  S is the set of nal states.
The extended transition function   : S   ! 2S is now de ned as  (s; ") = fsg, and

 (s; x:a) =

[

y2 (s;x)

 (y; a)

for every state s, and every x 2  , a 2 .
A language recognized by A is de ned as L(A) = fx 2  j   (s0 ; x) \ F =
6
;g.
The general automata are usually called non-deterministic in the literature, however we use
the name \general" since \non-deterministic" could cause some confusion later.
Every deterministic automaton can trivially be presented as a general one by de ning a new
transition function  ' as  0 (s; a) = fs0 g if  (s; a) = s0 .
However de ning the transition function as  : S   ! 2S has some advantage even if an
automaton is de facto deterministic. If  : S   ! S then to express the fact that a 2  is
never recognized at the state s requires introducing a "dead state" or "sink" since  (s; a) 2 S
for all s and a. When  : S   ! 2S , the fact that a 2  is never recognized at the state s is
just expressed by  (s; a) = ; , which is very convenient for our purposes.
The general automaton A = (; S; ; s0; F ) is general and deterministic if j (s; a)j  1 for
every s 2 S , and every a 2 . If additionally for every s 2 S and every a 2 , we have
 (s; a) 6= ;, then A is isomorphic to the deterministic automaton A0 which is derived from A
by replacing  by  0 , where  0(s; a) = s0 ,  (s; a) = fs0 g.

Theorem 6.1 For every general automaton A = (; S; ; s0; F ) there is a deterministic audet
tomaton Adet = (; S det;  det; sdet
0 ; F ) such that
det
1. L(A) = L(A ),
2. S is nite if and only if S det is nite.

6.2 Mealy Machines vs Automata
A Mealy Machine is a tuple

M = (; ; ; v; s0; F )
O

where:  is the input alphabet, O is the output alphabet,  is the transition function,
 : S   ! 2S , v is the output function, v : S   ! O, s0 is the initial state, and
F  S is the set of nal states.
For every Mealy Machine M we can construct the following general automaton

AM = (; S; ; s0; F )
where S , s0 , F are the same as in M ,     O,  : S   ! 2S , and (we shall write a:d 2 
instead of (a; d) 2 ):

a : d

8

2

8

2 O

a:d 
2

,

s1 ; s2 S: s2  (s1; a) v (s1; a) = d;
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Figure 1: The Mealy machine with  = fa; bg, O = f1; 2; 3g, or the general-deterministic
automaton with  = fa:1; a:2; b:1; b:2; b:3g. The state s1 is initial, s2 and s2 are nal.

(

8s 2 S:8a:d 2 : (s; a:d) = ; (s; a) vv((s;s; aa)) 6== dd
The automaton AM is equivalent to the Mealy machine M in the sense that every property
of M can be described in terms of AM . Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between M and
AM . We feel that for our purposes using automata instead of Mealy machines makes usually the
speci cation simpler. Furthermore not every general (or even general-deterministic) automaton
with     O can be interpreted as a Mealy machine. If to the automaton from Figure 1
one adds a new arrow from s1 to s3 labeled by a:2, the new automaton cannot be interpreted
as a Mealy machine.
If all states are nal, F = S , then we shall omit F and de ne an automaton as a quadruple
A = (; S; ; s0). In such a case L(A) = fx 2  j (s0; x) 6= ;g, and L(A) is pre x closed.

6.3 Right Congruences

An equivalence relation R     is called a right congruence if and only if

8x; y 2 : xRy , (8z 2 : x:zRy:z):
A right congruence R saturates L  , if L is a union of equivalence classes of R.

One can easily prove that if R saturates a pre x closed L then L is a union of all equivalence
classes of R except exactly one, i.e., for every x 2  n L, [x]R =  n L.
Let L     be a relation de ned as:

8x; y 2 : x L y ) (8z 2 : x:z 2 L , y:z 2 L):
11

The relation L is the Nerode equivalence associated with L on . The Nerode equivalence
has the following properties.

Proposition 6.2
1. L is a right congruence that saturates L.
2. If R is a right congruence that saturates L then R  L , i.e. xRy ) x L y .

Given any right congruence R that saturates L   , AR;L is a deterministic automaton
de ned by
AR;L = (; =R; ; ["]R; F );
where:  is the alphabet,  =R is the set of states,  is the transition function,  :  =R   !
 =R, and 8x 2 :8a 2 :  ([x]R; a) = [x:a]R, ["]R is the initial state, F is the set of nal
states, F = L=R, i.e. F = f[x]R j x 2 Lg.
The automaton AR;L is a quotient automaton de ned by R that saturates L. The states
of AR;L are the equivalence classes of R, so each state may unambiguously be identi ed by a
single representative of the appropriate equivalence class (canonical traces!).

Theorem 6.3 Let R be a right congruence that saturates L. Then:
1. The automaton AR;L accepts the language L, i.e. L(AR;L) = L.
2. The automaton AR;L is the minimum state automaton accepting L if and only if R =L .
3. If L is pre x closed then all states of AR;L except one are nal. The only one non- nal
state is a 'dead state' or 'sink'.
4. xRy ,  (["]R; x) =   (["]R; y ).

Theorem 6.4

1. For every deterministic automaton A = (; S; ; s0; F ), the relation RA    ,
de ned as
8x; z 2 : xRAy , (s0; x) = (s0; y)
is a right congruence, and the quotient automaton ARA ;L(A) is isomorphic to A.
2. L is regular if and only if the set = L is nite.

The above results are valid even if L is not regular and automata are not nite ("minimum"
means then "least subset").
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Figure 2: Two automata recognizing the language " + ab + ac. All states are nal.

6.4 Consequences for Trace Assertion Method

There is a single object module interface which is a \black box" that produces a visible behaviour. The behaviour is a set of traces, each trace is a sequence of action-response events. Our
task is to provide a readable speci cation that would describe exactly the behaviour produced
by the module.
From Theorems 6.3 and 6.4(1) it follows that in principle the normal behaviour of every
module may be speci ed by a deterministic automaton (the relation L can be constructed for
every language). The automaton, say A, is minimal if its right congruence RA equals to L(A) .
A separate proof of this fact is given in [18] (in a disguised form) while [36] contains separate
proofs of some results from Theorem 6.3 (again in a disguised form). No proofs are needed since
it all follows from the well established results. Normal behaviour is a pre x closed language (a
pre x of a normal trace is also a normal trace), so it could be speci ed by either deterministic
automaton with a \sink" state, or by a non-deterministic automaton with all states being nal.
However the results are the existential ones, the provide very little advice how such an
automaton may be constructed. Consider a module that has three access programs a, b, and c,
each program when invoked displays its name, i.e, a, b, or c, and the normal behaviour of the
module is described by the regular expression " + (ab + ac). In other words it is the language
f"; a; a:b; a:b:b; ::::; a:c; a:c:c; :::g, which is speci ed by both automata in Figure 2.
By observing only the normal sequences generated by a module we are unable to judge if the
module is deterministic or not. Every behaviour may be modeled by a deterministic or generaldeterministic automaton, however such a deterministic model may be extremely complex.
It is relatively easy to think of such a construction for the Stack and Unique Integer modules.
The sequences of integers hi1; i2; :::; ini can serve states for the Stack, and the sets fi1; i2; :::; ing
(that can also be described by sequences), can serve as states for the Unique Integer. The
transition functions are also conceptually easy to describe, for example  (f1; 3; 16; 34g; GET :
2) = f1; 2; 3; 16; 34g for the Unique Integer. But the Drunk Stack and Very Drunk Stack are
problematic! We know that they can be speci ed by a deterministic automaton, but to construct such a speci cation is another problem. Even if constructed such speci cation is usually
very complex and dicult to understand (see [18]). On the other hand the non-deterministic
automata based speci cation is no more dicult to construct and understand than that of the
13
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Figure 3: Three deterministic automata recognizing the language (a + b). All states are nal.
Stack or Unique Integer. How the module is really implemented is beyond our interest, we want
to specify the visible behaviour produced by the module, and thinking about the module as a
non-deterministic device might make the speci cation much shorter and easier to understand.
Even for the deterministic modules the choice of automaton is not obvious, and the minimal
may not always be the best one. Consider the module with two system calls a and b, and a
normal behaviour is speci ed by the regular expression (a + b). All automata from Figure 3
recognize this behaviour. The left automaton is the minimal one, but if a and b are interpreted
as READ and WRITE operations, the right automaton might be the best solution. Its states
have clear interpretation: initial, state of reading and state of writing, the automaton seems
to be more intuitive one under such interpretation, and three states might help when the
speci cation is going to be re ned, for instance exceptional behaviour is added (see Section 12).
We may use both Mealy machines or standard automata as a backbone of the model. The
descriptive power of Mealy machines is at best the same as general deterministic automata,
only notation is di erent, more complex in our opinion. It might occasionally be convenient
to use Mealy machines instead of standard automata, but in general the standard automata
provide better and simpler model. In particular adding non-determinism to value functions in
Mealy formalism is problematic and, although possible, is seldom done, because the formalism
becomes complex. In [32, 36, 19, 27] Mealy machines were used and we believed that resulted
in unnecessary complexity and formal problems [36].
Sets of normal behaviour traces generated by interface modules are pre x closed languages,
the general automaton notation has an advantage even in the deterministic case, since we may
specify those languages without the \sink" state. We also may omit nal states, since pre x
closed languages may be modeled by general automata with all states nal.
After deciding to use automata as a backbone of the speci cation technique, we face a very
challenging problem: \How to specify the set of states?" When specifying the real interface
modules we cannot just say \Let S be a set of states", we have to describe them explicitly, but
how? We cannot just list them, they are too big. Some parameterization should help, but we
need a methodology rst.

7 De ning Objects by Sequences
The ingenuity of the Trace Assertion Method ([3]) was to use traces (i.e. some kind of sequences) not only as a medium to describe behaviour, but to specify states as well. First of all,
we observe only traces of actions-responses, so they provide the entire visible information. Sec14
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Figure 4: (a) Total order de ned by the string a:b:s:c:b:d and (b) Weak order de ned by the
string a:ha:c:bi:hb:ci:a:b.
ondly, the sequences are easy to specify and understand, and their descriptive power is rather
substantial.
Let  be an alphabet (possibly in nite), and let x 2 . What kind of structure x is, and
what kind of information x contain? We do not assume any interpretation of elements of .
Consider x = a:b:a:c:b:d. The string x can be interpreted as a total order tox of the occurrences of elements of , as illustrated in Figure 4(a). By an occurrence of a we mean a pair
(a; i), where i is a natural number indicating the occurrence. What else x can represent?
Consider the string y = a:b:c:d. If we have additional information that the order between
the occurrences of a; b; c; d does not matter, the string y may represent the set fa; b; c; dg. Such
notation is de facto already used in mathematics for almost a century. Note that every set
can be interpreted as a partial order with empty ordering relation. The structural di erence
between x = a:b:a:c:b:d and y = a:b:c is that in y each element of the alphabet occurs at most
once, while x contains some repetitions.
The strings where each element of the alphabet occurs at most once will be called plain
strings. The set of all plain strings over  will be denoted by Plain().
Let hi denote a partial operator such that for every plain string x = a1:a2 : ::: :an , hxi
denotes the set (i.e. a special kind of partial order), hxi = fa1 ; :::; ang. For non-plain strings
hi is not de ned. Note that for every a 2 : hai = fag.
By mixing \hi" with standard concatenation \.", we can obtain strings like a:ha:c:bi:hb:ci:a:b.
Such strings also have been used in mathematics and computer science for years, especially in
concurrency theory. They are called step-sequences or subset languages ([22, 33]), and they
represent weak (or strati ed) partial orders ([11, 22]). Figure 4(b) illustrates this relationship.
Formally step-sequences are strings over the alphabet Fin(2 ), where for every family of
sets X , Fin(X ) = fX j X 2 X ^ X is niteg. In this sense our a:ha:c:bi:hb:ci:a:b corresponds
to the sequence of sets: fag:fa; c; bg:fb; cg:fag:fbg. The latter has a natural interpretation
in concurrency theory, where it just describe a sequence of events where some of them are
performed simultaneously. However for our purposes, such interpretation is no longer valid,
and such a notation may be confused.
From Szpirlajn theorem [11] it follows every partial order corresponds uniquely to the set
of all its total extensions. In particular every set X = fa1; :::; ang is a partial order with empty
15

ordering relation, and it can be seen as a description of the set of all total order that can be
built from the elements of X . Since nite total orders can be speci ed as sequences, the set
fa1; :::; ang can be seen as a description of all plain sequences built from a1,...,an. For instance
fa; b; cg can be seen as a description of the set of strings fa:b:c; a:c:b; b:a:c; b:c:a; c:a:b; c:b:ag.
In general a step-sequence can be interpreted as a set of all sequences corresponding to all total extensions of the weak orders speci ed by the step-sequence. For instance the step-sequence
a:fb:ag:c:fa:cg de nes the set of sequences: fa:b:a:a:c; a:a:b:c:a:c; a:b:a:c:c:a; a:a:b:c:c:ag. The
set of sequences corresponding to the step-sequence from Figure 4 consists of 12 elements,
including for instance a:a:c:b:b:c:a:b and a:b:c:a:c:b:a:b
We will keep the name step sequence, but will interpret them as a kind of expressions that
describes sets of strings.
Formally \our" step-sequences are strings built from the alphabet  [ fh; ig, such that
 every x 2  is a step-sequence,
 if x 2  and x is plain, then hxi is a step-sequence
 if x and y are step-sequences, then x:y is a step-sequence,
 there are no other step-sequences.
The set of all step-sequences over the alphabet  will be denoted by hi
We de ne two operations on step-sequences, the rst is concatenation, denoted standardly
by \.", and for instance if x = ha:bi:a:c and y = hb:di:a, then x:y = ha:bi:a:c:hb:di:a. The second
operation will be called weak concatenation, denoted by \^", and de ned as follows. For every
a; b 2 ,
(
b
a^b = haa:bi ifif aa 6=
=b
Similarly, for every plain t 2  (" is plain),
(
i if t:a is plain
hti ^a = hht:a
ti if t:a is not plain

Every x; y 2 h i n f"g can be represented as x = x1 : , y = :y1 , where x1; y1 2 hi,
= hti or = a, = hsi or = b, t and s are plain, a; b 2  , we may de ne x ^ y in the
following way:
x^y = x1 :( ^ ):y1
Finally we assume that x^" = x and "^y = y .
In principle ^ consists in merging the last \step" of x with the rst \step" of y .
For instance (a:b) ^ c = (a:c) ^ b = a:hb:ci, ha:bi ^ hc:d:ei = ha:b:c:d:ei, and (a:ha:bi) ^
(hc:di:a) = a:ha:b:c:di:a. If both x and y are plain sequences then hxi ^ hy i = hx:y i which
corresponds exactly to building set theory union of elements from x and y . For example
ha:bi ^ hb:c:d:ei = ha:b:c:d:ei corresponds to fa; bg [ fb; c; d; eg = fa; b; c; d:eg.
For all x; y 2 hi we will say that x is a pre x of y if there is z 2 h i such that y = x:z
or y = x^z .
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The semantics of \our" step-sequences can be de ned as a mapping sem : hi ! 2 . Let
set(x) denote the set of all elements of , from which the string x 2  is built. For example
set(a:b:c:a:c) = fa; b; cg.
The mapping sem may be de ned as follows:
1. 8x 2  : sem(x) = fxg,
2. 8x 2 Plain(): sem(hxi) = fy j set(x) = set(y )g,
3. 8x; y 2 h i: sem(x:y ) = sem(x):sem(y ),
where \." in \sem(x):sem(y )" denotes the standard concatenation of sets of strings (see
[16]). For instance sem(ha:b:ci) = fa:b:c; a:c:b; b:a:c; b:c:a; c:a:b; c:b:ag, sem(a:hb:ai:c:ha:ci) =
fa:b:a:c:a:c; a:a:b:c:a:c; a:b:a:c:c:a; a:a:b:c:c:ag.
Two step sequences x, y are considered equal, x = y , if and only if sem(x) = sem(y ). The
symbol = has here the same meaning as when for instance we write (a + b)c = ac + bc for
arithmetic or regular expressions.
For every t 2 h i and every a 2  we shall write

a2t
if a is contained in t. For instance a 2 b:ha:bi:, and a 2= b:b:c. We will use step-sequences to
specify states of automata.

8 Trace Only Automata
From here on by an automaton we shall mean a general automaton with all states nal, so the
set F will not appear in any de nition.
Let A = (; S; ; s0) be an automaton. We shall say that A has canonical trace property
(ct-property) if for every state s 2 S there is a trace xs 2  such that   (s0; xs ) = fsg. Not
every automaton has ct-property and every (general) deterministic automaton has ct-property.
If we take automaton from the left hand side of Figure 2 and erase arrows labeled by c and
b, the resulting automaton does not have ct-property. Frequently there is more than one xs
satisfying  (s0 ; xs ) = fsg. For example for the automaton from Figure 1 and the state s3 we
have (s1 is initial here)   (s1 ; b:2:(a:2)i) = fs3 g, for every i = 0; 1; :::; 1.
If A has ct-property we may de ne a set of canonical traces (see [32]). A set of traces
CanTr 2  is canonical if for every s 2 S there is exactly one xs in CanTr such that
(s0 ; xs) = fsg.
If A = (; S; ; s0) has ct-property, and CanTr is any set of canonical traces of A, and for
every state s 2 S , its unique representation in CaTr is denoted by xs , then A is isomorphic to
Act = (; CanTr; ct; xs0 ), where ct (xs ; a) = (s; a).
The automata like Act may be called trace only automata since their states are de ned
in terms of traces as well. Mealy machine counterparts of trace only automata have been
extensively used in the trace assertion method related literature ([17, 18, 19, 27, 32, 36], etc.).
The problem is that using traces may frequently result in a kind of asymmetry which makes
17
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the speci cation less readable than expected. Consider an automaton in Figure 5. It occurs
very often as a part of a greater automaton. The state s4 is unambiguously de ned by two
traces a:a:b and a:b:a. Each of them can be chosen as a canonical one. If a:a:b is chosen,
then the canonical trace x = a:a is a pre x of a:a:b, hence we have  ct (x; b) = fx:bg. The
canonical trace y = a:b is not a pre x of a:a:b, so  ct (y; a) 6= fy:ag. The asymmetry is induced
by the choice of a canonical trace, the automaton itself is symmetrical, from the state s1 we
will reach s4 in two steps, using both a and b in any order, a:b or b:a. Such asymmetry make
some speci cations unnecessary complex. The Unique Integer module is a classical example,
but the problem occurs in many real interface modules as well. The asymmetry disappears
when step-traces are used to identify states. When the state s4 is identi ed by a:ha:bi, then
both a:b and a:a are pre xes of a:ha:bi (a:ha:bi = (a:b) ^a = (a:a) ^b).
When an automaton A has a ct-property, we may de ne the set of canonical step-traces,
C  hi, as any subset of hi satisfying:
1. 8t 2 C :8x 2 sem(t):9st 2 S:   (s0 ; x) = fst g,
2. 8s 2 S:9!ts 2 C :   (s0; ts ) = fsg.
The symbol 9! denotes \there exists exactly one". Note that ct-property implies the existence
of (at least one) C .
What if an automaton does not have the ct-property? First we must note that such situation occurs rather seldom in practice. The Drunk Stack has the ct-property, Very Drunk
Stack does not, but neither of them is a part of any real system. They were chosen to illustrate
potential problems we must solve. But if the best and most readable model for a behaviour
generated by a given interface module is an automaton-like structure without ct-property, we
can use a concept similar to labeled transition system [2]. The di erence between automata and
transition systems is that in transition systems each arrow has unique name. The elements of
 attached to arrows in automata are called labels in transition systems. Hence when we use
the name \labeled transition system" we mean that each arrow has two attachments, a unique
name, and not necessary unique label. We do not need each arrow to be unique, we need only
ct-property, so the following construction is proposed.
An automaton with the alphabet of states constructors is a tuple

A = (; ; S; ; s0);
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where  is the alphabet,  is the state constructors alphabet, S is the set of states,  is the
transition function, and  : (S  ) [ (S  ) ! 2S , s0 is the initial state. The transition
function  must satisfy the following conditions:
1. 8 2 :8s 2 S: j (s; )j  1,
2. 8s1 ; s2 2 S: (9a 2 : s2 2  (s1 ; a) , 9 2 :  (s1; a) = fs1 g).
The language generated by the automaton with the alphabet of states constructors A is
given by:
L(A) = fx 2  j  (t0 ; x) 6= ;g
.
The elements of  does not occur in L(A). We do not assume  \  = ;. The rst condition
says that A restricted to  is a (general) deterministic automaton. Hence the ct-property is
guaranteed. The second condition guarantees that each arrows is marked by one element of
 and one element of . Since automata with state constructors alphabet do always have
ct-property, their states can always be speci ed as canonical step-traces.
Every automaton may be extended to an equivalent automaton with state constructor alphabet by simply de ning  = f(s; a; s0) j s0 2  (s; a)g, and extending  onto S   by
 (s; (s; a; s0)) = fs0g. This construction results in a labeled transition system, and is of a very
little use in practice, but is always possible.
We shall base the trace assertion techniques on the trace only automata described in this
section. Trace Assertion Speci cations de ned formally below are just a more speci c and
extended versions of the traces-only automata de ned in this section.

9 Trace Assertion Speci cations
The traces-only automata as those considered in previous sections are a little bit too restricted
to model all aspects of trace assertion technique. We need to be able to express the di erence between action alphabet and action-response alphabet, between normal and exceptional
behaviour, to exploit a problem of output values etc. Those extended automata-like structures
will be called trace assertion speci cations.
By a trace assertion speci cation we mean a tuple
TA = (; O; ; C ; ; t0);
where:
 is the set of actions,
O is the set of output values, nil 2 O,
    O is the set of action-responses,
C  hi is the set of canonical step-traces,
 : C  (  O) ! 2C is the transition (or extension) function,
t0 2 C is the initial canonical step-trace,
and the following are satis ed:
1. 8t 2 C : 8x 2 sem(t):   (t0 ; x) = ftg;
2. 8t 2 C : 8a 2 : 8d 2 O: a:d 2=  ,  (t; a:d) = ;:
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The rst condition says that every canonical step-trace t describes unambiguously one state,
and this is the state the sequence x 2 sem(t) leads to. The second condition enables the mapping  to be formally de ned outside the set  ( has no interpretation outside ).
We shall write rather  (c; a:d) than  (c; (a; d)). Note that without loss of generality we may
(and frequently will) identify  : C  (  O) ! 2C with  : C   ! 2C .
In all examples, if d = nil, we would rather write a instead of a:nil. For instance, if it would
not lead to a misunderstanding, we would rather write PUSH (i) instead of PUSH (i):nil.
For the Stack and Drunk Stack modules, C can just be the set of all sequences of type
PUSH (i1):PUSH (i2): ::: :PUSH (ik ), and for instance, for both the Stack and the Less
Drunken Stack:
 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP :4) = fPUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4)g,
 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP :8) = ;,
 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); PUSH (5)) = fPUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4):PUSH (5)g.
The access program called POP behaves di erently in the Stack than in the Drunk Stack,
and for example:
 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); POP ) = fPUSH (5):PUSH (7)g
for the Stack, while
 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); POP ) = fPUSH (5):PUSH (7); PUSH (5)g
for the Drunk Stack.
For the Unique Integer module, the set C can be de ned as the set of all step-sequences
hGET :i1:GET :i2: ::: :GET :iki, where ij = ik , j = k, and for instance:
 (GET :3:GET :6:GET :9; GET :7) = fhGET :3:GET :6:GET :9:GET :7ig =
fhGET :3:GET :6:GET :7:GET :9ig,
 (GET :3:GET :6:GET :9; GET :3) = ;.
The Very Drunk Stack cannot be modeled (in a natural way) by TA as de ned above.
Given a trace assertion speci cation TA, we de ne the competence function  : C   !
Bool = f0; 1g, in the following way:
(
8t 2 C : 8a 2 : (t; a) = 01 ifif 89dd 22 OO:: ((t;t; aa::dd)) 6== ;;
The notion of competence function follows from [27]. It de nes what is a misuse. If
(t; a) = 0, then the use of a at the state described by t is a misuse. For both the Stack and
the Less Drunken Stack we have: ("; POP ) = ("; TOP ) = 0, and (tfull ; PUSH (d)) = 0, if
tfull represents the full stack. Otherwise (t; a) = 1. For the Unique Integer (t; GET ) = 0
only if t represents the state where all available integers had been used.
The trace assertion speci cation TA describes the following normal behaviour:

NB(TA) = fx 2  j (t0; x) 6= ;g:
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The normal behaviour is just a set of all strings recognized by TA treated as an automaton
with all states being nal.
The reduction function considered in [32, 36] and others can here be de ned as red :  ! 2C ,
and red(x) =   (t0 ; x) for all x 2 .
Let  : hi ! h i be a projection mapping de ned by:
(") = ";
8a:d 2 : (a:d) = a;
8x; y 2 hi: (x:y) = (x):(y);
8x 2 hi: (hxi) = h(x)i
For example  (a1:d1 :a2:d2:a3:d3:a4:d4 ) = a1 :a2:a3 :a4, and  (a:3:ha:2:b:2i:ha:3:a:2i) = a:ha:bi:ha:ai.
A trace assertion speci cation TA is output independent if and only if for every x; y 2
NB(TA),
x = y , (x) = (y):
If TA is output independent then  can be interpreted as a one-to-one function, so  ,1 is a
function on  (NB (TA)).
A trace assertion speci cation is output dependent if it is not output independent.
Both the Stack and the Drunk Stack are output independent while Unique Integer is not.
In [32, 36] and many others the output independent trace assertion speci cations are called deterministic while output dependent are called non-deterministic. We shall not use these names
since the words determinism and non-determinism have di erent meaning in automata theory
(compare [10, 16]).
A trace assertion speci cation is deterministic if
8t 2 C : 8a 2 : j(t; a)j  1:
A trace assertion speci cation is non-deterministic if it is not deterministic.
Both the Stack and Unique Integer are deterministic, while the Less Drunken Stack is not.
Determinism does not imply output independence and output independence does not imply
determinism. The Unique Integer is deterministic but output dependent, the Drunk Stack is
non-deterministic but output independent.

10 Mealy Forms of Trace Assertion speci cation
If TA is output independent (as for the Stack module), it may be represented as a kind of a
Mealy machine, with separate speci cation of output function. The most trace assertion models
in literature are based on Mealy machines. We think that, in general, the general automata
concept is better, but for the output independent TA's Mealy model also leads to equally
readable speci cation. It also helps to explain the relationship with the algebraic speci cation
(see Chapter 15).
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Lemma 10.1 If TA is output independent then, for all t 2 C , a 2 , and all d 2 O,
 (t; a:d) =
6 ; ) (8d0 =6 d: (t; a:d0) = ;):
Proof. Suppose that there are d; d0 2 , a 2 C , such that d =
6 d0, and (t; a:d) =6 ;, (t; a:d0) 6= ;.
0
Hence for all x 2 sem(t), x:a:d =
6 x:a:d , while (x:a:d) = (x):a = (t:a:d0), a contradiction.
Lemma 10.1 says that for output independent TA, for every t 2 C , a 2 , there exists at
most one d 2 O such that  (t; a:d) is not empty.
Given an output independent trace assertion speci cation, we de ne the mapping  :  (C ) 
 ! 2(C ), the actions only transition function, as

8t 2 C : 8a 2 :  ((t); a) = ((t; a:d))
and the mapping v :  (C )   ! O [ fnilg, the output value function as follows:
(
8t 2 C : 8a 2 : v((t); a) = dnil ifif 98dd 22 OO:: ((t;t; aa::dd)) =6= ;;
Lemma 10.1 guarantees the correctness of the above de nitions.

Proposition 10.2 If TA is output independent and deterministic then for all t; s 2 C , a:d 2 :
(t; a:d) 2 s ,  ( (t); a) 2  (s) ^ v ( (t); a) = d:
Proof. ()) From the de nitions of  and v .
(() Suppose s 2=  (t; a:d). We have to consider two cases.
Case 1.  (t; a:d) = ;. From the de nition of v , we have v ( (t); a) = nil =
6 d.
Case 2.  (t; a : d) =
6 ;. Then  ((t); a) = ((t; a:d)). If (s) 2  ((t); a) then there exists
s0 2 C such that (s) = (s0), a contradiction, since TA is output independent.
Proposition 10.2 guarantees that for output independent TA's, the mapping  is completely
de ned by  and v .
The Stack is output independent, so instead of
 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP :4) = fPUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4)g,
one can write equivalently:
 (PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP ) = fPUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4)g, and
v(PUSH (5):PUSH (7):PUSH (4); TOP ) = 4.
The latter convention is widely used in the existing literature.
Proposition 10.2 allows us to represent any output independent trace assertion speci cation
in an equivalent form, which will be called Mealy form.
By a Mealy form of a trace assertion speci cation TA we mean a Mealy machine with all
states nal
TAMealy = (; O; (C ); ; v; t0):
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For every trace assertion speci cation, not necessary output independent, TA, an explicate
value function v : C  O ! 2O can be de ned as v (t; a) = fd j  (t; a:d) 6= ;g.
But v di ers from v . The function v can only be de ned for an output independent TA,
occurs together with  and cannot be derived form  . The mapping v is redundant, it is
derived from  .
For the Unique Integer module which is output dependent one may just write
 (hGET :3:GET :6:GET :9i; GET :7) = fhGET :3:GET :6:GET :9:GET :7ig, and
 (hGET :3:GET :6:GET :9i; GET :i) = ; if i 2 f3; 6; 9g,
or one may write equivalently:
 (hGET :3:GET :6:GET :9i; GET :7) = fhGET :3:GET :6:GET :7:GET :9ig, and
 (hGET :3:GET :6:GET :9i; GET :i) = ; if i 2 f3; 6; 9g,
v (hGET :3:GET :6:GET :9i; GET ) = fi j i 2= f3; 6; 9gg.
The second way is longer and, in our opinion, does not increase readability. It is used in [36]
and others.
All the concepts introduced so far do not allow to model the Very Drunk Stack in a natural
way. The reason is that in this case the natural states of the stack, i.e. the sequences of integers,
cannot be unambiguously described by the sequences of action-responses. The solution we
suggested in Section 2 is to introduce a state constructor push1(i) to describe the stack states.

11 Trace Assertion Speci cations with State Constructors
By a trace assertion speci cation with State Constructors we mean a tuple
TA = (; O; ; ; C ; ; t0);
where:  is the set of actions, O is the set of output values, nil 2 O,     O is the set
of action-responses, t0 2 C is the initial canonical step-trace, exactly as for Trace Assertion
Speci cation, and
 is the set of state constructors,
C  hi is the set of canonical step-traces,
 : C  ((  O) [ ) ! 2C is the transition (or extension) function,
and the following rules (same as in the de nition of TA) are satis ed:
1. 8t 2 C : 8x 2 sem(t):   (t0 ; x) = ftg;
2. 8t 2 C : 8a 2 : 8d 2 O: a:d 2=  ,  (t; a:d) = ;:
We do not assume  \  = ;, although it may often happen. The elements of  n  are
invisible (abstract).
For the Very Drunk Stack module, the set  is the set of all abstract invisible actions
push1(i), where i is any available integer, and C is the set of all sequences push1(i1): ::: :push1(ik).
In this case we have  \  = ;.
For instance
 (push1(5):push1(7):push1(4); TOP :4) = fpush1(5):push1(7):push(4)g
(push1(5):push1(7):push1(4); TOP :8) = ;.
(push1(5):push1(7):push1(4); PUSH (5)) = ft1 ; t2g,
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where t1 = push1(5):push1(7):push1(4):push1(5),
t2 = push1(5):push1(7):push1(4):push1(5):push1(5), and
 (push1(5):push1(7):push1(4); POP ) = fpush1(5):push1(7); push1(5)g.
The trace assertion speci cation with state constructors TA de nes the following normal
behaviour
NB (TA) = fx 2  j  (t0 ; x) 6= ;g:
Note that  is not involved in NB (TA). The output independent TA, the Mealy form
of an output independent TA, and the competence function  are de ned in the same way as
appropriate TA.
Introducing invisible state constructors is clearly against the philosophy of Trace Assertion
Method as formulated in [3]. One of the advantages claimed in [3] was no need for hidden
functions to specify modules with delays. The algebraic speci cations of those modules have
required hidden functions. On the other hand, what we really want is to specify the visible
behaviour of a module in the most easy and readable yet precise way. The states are auxiliary
concepts, and the invisible actions seem to serve well as the state constructors.

12 Enhancements and Full Trace Assertion Speci cations
The model presented above de nes only the normal behaviour. It does not touch the exceptional behaviour at all. If (t; a) = 0 then for all d 2 O, we have  (t; a:d) = ;, which means
that a at t is a misuse and it does not generate any normal behaviour. We cannot forbid it
since there is a principal assumption [29], which basically say that: " For every module every
sequence of access programs is allowed" (but not every sequence of action-responses!).
Formally it means that if V B is the full visible behaviour of a given module and  is its
action alphabet, then  (V B ) =  . Hence if (t; a) = 0 then some exceptional behaviour may
be de ned. Since the exceptional behaviour had not been used to de ne the principal structure
of the trace assertion speci cation, it is added as a kind of enhancement or re nement. Let
TA = (; O; ; C ; ; t0) be a trace assertion speci cation. In principle, an enhancement of TA
consists in de ning new E such that E (t; a:d) 6= ; when (t; a) = 0. It is a structure complimentary to TA.
By an enhancement enh(TA) of TA we mean a quintuple

enh(TA) = (E ; OE ; E ; CE ; E );
where: E as an enhanced set of actions, OE is an enhanced set of output values, E is
an enhanced action-response alphabet, CE  hE i is an enhanced set of canonical traces,
E : C  E ! 2CE is an enhanced transition function, which satis es
1. 8t 2 C : 8a 2 :(t; a) = 0 , (9!d 2 OE : E (t; a:d) 6= ;):
2. 8t 2 CE : 8a 2 E : 8d 2 OE : jE (t; a:d)j  1.
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The condition 1 says that E is de ned for misuses only, and that it is always output independent. The second condition states that the enhancement is always deterministic.
The enhancement enh(TA) is called plain if E  , E  , and CE  C . Non-plain
enh(TA) means that there are some special error recovery states and some separate error
recovery procedure. We shall not consider such examples in this paper.
For the Stack and the Drunk Stack a plain enhancement can be de ned by:
E ("; POP ) = E ("; TOP :nil) = f"g,
E (tfull ; PUSH (i)) = ftfullg,
where tfull is the canonical step-trace corresponding to the full stack, and E (t; a:d) = ; for the
rest of t; a, and d. For the Unique integer the enhancement can be de ned by:
E (tall; GET :nil) = ftall g
where tall is the canonical trace corresponding to the state where all available integers are used
up, and E (t; a:d) = ; for the remaining t; a, and d.
Since every enhancement is output independent it can be represented in a Mealy form
(E ; OE ;  (C ); E ; vE ). The de nition is practically identical as for output independent TA's.
The only di erence is that the enhancements do not posses initial step-traces.
For the Stack and the Drunk Stack the plain form of an enhancement can be de ned by:
E ("; POP ) = E ("; TOP ) = f"g,
E (tfull ; PUSH (d)) = ftfull g,
vE (tfull ; TOP ) = nil,
and E (t; a) = ; for the rest of t and a.
The full speci cation is just a union of TA and enh(TA).
By a full trace assertion speci cation we mean a composition (union) of TA and enh(TA),
FTA = TA [ enh(TA), i.e.

FTA = ( [ E ; O [ OE ;  [ E ; C [ CE ;  [ E ; t0):
One may easily show that F =  [ E satis es F : (C [ CE )  ( [ E ) ! 2C[CE , and
8t 2 C [ C : 8a 2  [ E : 8d 2 O [ OE :
(
F (t; a:d) = ((t;t; aa::dd)) ifif (tt22CC^^((t;t;aa))==10) _ t 2= C
The full trace assertion speci cation FTA describes the following visible behaviour

V B(FTA) = fx 2 ( [ E ) j F (t0; x) 6= ;g:
Note that  (V B (FTA)) = ( [ E ) for every FTA.
The exceptional behaviour described by FTA, EB (FTA), is de ned as follows:

x 2 EB(FTA) , x 2 V B(FTA) ^ (9y; z; a; d: x = y:a:d:z ^ 8t 2 (t0; y ): (t; a) = 0):
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In other words x 2 V B (FTA) describes an exceptional behaviour if there is a at least one
path from in FTA that starts from t0 , is labeled by x and involves a misuse. For instance
POP:POP:PUSH (2) describes an exceptional behaviour for the Stack module. Here we have
 ("; ") = f"g and ("; POP ) = 0.

Proposition 12.1

1. V B (FTA) = NB (TA) [ EB (FTA).

2. If TA is deterministic then
NB (TA) \ EB(FTA) = ; and EB(FTA) = V B (FTA) n NB (TA).
Proof. (1) Clearly NB (TA)  V B (FTA). Let x 2 EB (FTA). This means x = y:a : d:z
and there is t 2  (t0 ; y ) such that F (t; a : d:z ) 6= ;. Hence F (t; a : d:z )  F (t0 ; x), i.e.
F (t0 ; x) 6= ; which means that x 2 V B (FTA). Thus NB (TA) [ EB (FTA)  V B(FTA).
Let x = a1 :d1: ::: :ak :dk 2 V B (FTA). This means there is a sequence t0 ; t1; :::; tk of elements
of C [ CF such that ti 2 F (ti,1 ; ai) for i = 1; 2; :::; k. There may exist more than one such
sequence. If at least one such sequence has the property: 9 0  j  k , 1: (tj ,1 ; aj ) = 0, then
x 2 EB (FTA), if no sequence has such property then x 2 NB (TA).
(2) Let x 2 NB (TA) \ EB (FTA). Then x = y:a:d:z and there are t; t0 2  (t0 ; y ) such that
(t; a) = 0, (t0; a) 6= 0, so j (t0; y )j  2, i.e. TA is not deterministic.

Note that for instance for the Drunk Stack: PUSH (3):PUSH (6):POP:POP 2 NB (TA) \

EB (FTA).

The output independence and determinism is for FTA de ned exactly in the same way as
for TA. the only di erence is using F and V B instead of  and NB . From Proposition 12.1
it follows that if NB (TA) \ EB (FTA) 6= ; then the full behaviour cannot be modeled by a
deterministic trace assertion speci cation.
For every output independent FTA we can standardly built its Mealy form FTAMealy .
In a very similar way we may de ne an enhancement for the trace assertion speci cation
with state constructors as a composition of a trace assertion speci cation with state constructors
and its enhancement.

13 Speci cation Format
To be useful in practice, the Trace Assertion technique must provide some speci cation formats.
Two such formats will be described and later used. Any Trace Assertion Speci cation in
the standard form consists of four sections: Syntax, Canonical Step-trace De nition, Trace
Assertions and Dictionary. A Trace Assertion Speci cation in the Mealy form consists of
ve sections: Syntax, Canonical Step-trace De nition, Trace Assertions, Output Values and
Dictionary. In the Mealy form the Syntax section is just a table which speci es module accessprogram names, the number of arguments each program takes, the type of each argument, and
the type of each return value. In the standard form it also speci es action-response formats
for all access programs. In the Canonical Step-trace De nition section, the predicate canonical
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and the initial canonical step-trace are de ned. In general this could be a complex de nition
with a tabular notation involved (c.f. [32, 36]), however in majority of (well thought of) cases
this is a relatively simple formula. It turns out the sequences have a lot of description power
indeed. The convention
[E (xi)]ki=j
as a shorthand for E (xj ):E (xj +1): ::: :E (xk ) and " if k < j , is often used.
In the standard form the Trace Assertions section is a sequence of trace assertions of the
form
(t; a:d) = ft1 ; :::; tkg
for all actions a de ned in the Syntax section. The traces t; t1 ; :::; tk are the canonical steptraces. If d = nil, then we will write a instead of a : d (the same applies to the Canonical
Step-trace De nition section). Since  is a total function it must be de ned for every possible
t, a and d. The convention that empty sets are speci ed by omission will be used. If for a
particular triple c, a and d, the value of the function  (t; a : d) does not appear in the Trace
Assertions section this means that  (t; a:d) = ;.
In the Mealy form the Trace Assertions section is a sequence of trace assertions of the form

 (t; a) = ft1; :::; tkg, with the symbol  usually omitted.

To specify the deterministic trace assertions the following tabular notation is used4 .
Conditions Trace Patterns Equivalence
 (t; a:d) = condition1 pattern1(t)
this c'
.....
.....
.....
The column Equivalence de nes the canonical step-trace t0 such that  (t; a:d) = ft0 g. Since t
here is a variable, t0 could be di erent for di erent t, the columns Conditions and Trace Patterns
are used to specify all di erent cases. The column Trace Patterns contains appropriate patterns
(or their characteristic predicates) for t, while the column Conditions contains predicates on the
trace and argument variables. The rst row above should be read if condition1 and pattern1(t)
then  (t; a:d) = fthis c'g. The columns Conditions and Trace Patterns can be omitted if not
needed. The empty cells in those columns will denote the predicate true.
For the non-deterministic trace assertion the tabular notation is slightly di erent, namely:
Conditions Trace Patterns
Clusters
 (t; a:d) = condition1 pattern1(t) t1;1 t1;2 t1;3 t1;4
condition2
pattern2(t)
t2;1
t2;2
.....
.....
.....
4

See [21, 23, 30] for details on tabular notation.
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In this case the rows should be read as follows:
if condition1 and pattern1(t) then  (t; a:d) = ft1;1; t1;2; t1;3; t1;4g,
if condition2 and pattern2(t) then  (t; a:d) = ft2;1; t2;2g,
etc. Since in this case the canonical step-traces do not represent equivalence classes but some
clusters of traces the third column has now the name Clusters.
For the Mealy form we have also the Output Values section, which de nes the value function

v . A similar tabular notation is used, in this case a table consists of the columns Conditions,
Trace Patterns and Value. The nil values are speci ed by omission.
The Dictionary section provides the de nitions of the terms, auxiliary functions, types and
other structures that are used in the body of the speci cation. The Dictionary section is rather
short for simple examples.
The format for Full Trace Assertion Speci cation is basically the same as the described
above. The only di erence is that new rows that correspond to the enhancement are added.
We shall use the convention that all the rows added by the enhancement are marked by the
symbol \%" at the beginning.
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 present various forms of Trace Assertion Speci cations of the Stack,
Drunk Stack and Very Drunk Stack modules in the speci cation format described above.

14 Multi-Object Modules
In practical applications, it is not unusual that a module is designed to implement several independent homogeneous objects. For example in some applications, one may need to design
a (multi-object) stack module that implements two or more (any number in general) stacks,
plus for instance the stack concatenation operation. The module may be self-initializing, i.e.
the rst use of PUSH (stack name; i) creates a stack stack name (c.f. [6]) or may require
object generator like new(stack name). A very natural way of modeling such modules is to
de ne the global states as sets of states of individual modules, with the empty set as the initial state. We already know how to specify individual states (by canonical step-traces) and
relationships between them (by trace assertions). Note that the sets can be speci ed by sequences, the sequence \fa; b; cg" speci es the set consisting of the elements a, b, c. This
convention is used for years and is easy to understand5 . We need only an apparatus to
make the states of individual objects distinct, to transform global states by both global actions (like concatenate, which a ects more than one individual state, or new, which create
a new local state), and local actions (like PUSH , which a ects only one local state). The
states of individual objects may be made distinct by adding individual labels to them. For
instance fstack1]PUSH (3):PUSH (5); stack2]PUSH (3):PUSH (1):PUSH (8); stack3]"g may
represent a global state consisting of three stacks stac1, stack2, stack3, where the local state
of stack1 is PUSH (3):PUSH (4), the local state of stack2 is PUSH (3):PUSH (1):PUSH (8)
and stack3 is empty. The stack1, stack2 and stack3 are unique labels attached to appropriate
canonical step-traces, creating labeled step-traces. This lead us to the concept of uniquely labeled
5

In a sense fa; b; cg and ha:b:ci describe the same object, only the interpretation is di erent, see Section 7.
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Syntax of Access Programs
Name

Argument Value Action-response Forms
POP
POP :nil
PUSH integer
PUSH (d):nil
TOP
integer
TOP :d

Canonical Step-traces
canonical(t) , t = [PUSH (di)]ni=1 ^ 0  n  size
t0 = "

Trace Assertions
Trace Patterns Equivalence
 (t; POP ) = t = s:PUSH (d)
s
%
t="
"
Condition
Equivalence
 (t; PUSH (d)) = length(t) < size t:PUSH (d)
% length(t) = size
t
Condition

Trace Patterns Equivalence
 (t; TOP :d) =
t = s:PUSH (d)
t
% d = nil
t="
"

Dictionary

size : the size of the stack
length(t) : the length of the trace t
Figure 6: Full Trace Assertion Speci cation for Stack Module
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Syntax of Access Programs
Name

POP
PUSH
TOP

Argument Value
integer

integer

Canonical Step-traces
canonical(t) , t = [PUSH (di)]ni=1 ^ 0  n  size
t0 = "

Trace Assertions
Trace Patterns Equivalence

 (t; POP ) = t = s:PUSH (d)
%
t="
 (t; PUSH (d)) =
 (t; TOP ) =

s
"

Condition
Equivalence
length(t) < size t:PUSH (d)
% length(t) = size
t

Equivalence
t

or

(t; TOP ) =

Trace Patterns Equivalence
t 6= "
t
%
t="
t

Values
Trace Patterns Value
v (t; TOP ) = t = s:PUSH (d) d
%
t="
nil

Dictionary

size : the size of the stack
length(t) : the length of the trace t
Figure 7: Mealy Form of the Full Trace Assertion Speci cation for Stack Module
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Syntax of Access Programs
Name Value Action-response Forms
GET integer
GET :d

Canonical Step-traces
canonical(t) , t = h[GET :di]ni=1i ^ 0  n  size ^ (di = dj , i = j )
t0 = "

Trace Assertions
Condition

Equivalence

 (t; GET :d) = length(t) < limit ^ GET :d 2= t t^GET :d
% length(t) = limit ^ d = nil
t

Dictionary

limit : the number of available integers limit = maxinteger , mininteger + 1
maxinteger : the maximum available integer
mininteger : the minimum available integer
length(t) : the length of the trace t
Figure 8: Full Trace Assertion Speci cation for Unique Integer Module
sets which is discussed in the next chapter.

14.1 Uniquely Labeled Sets

Let X be a set and L be a set of labels. A subset X of L  X is a labeled set. We shall write
]x 2 L  X instead of ( ; x) 2 L  X . If L = f1; 2; 3g, X = fa; bg then f1]a; 1]b; 2]ag is an
example of a labeled set.
A set X  L  X is uniquely labeled if and only if

8 2 L: 8x; y 2 X: ( ]x 2 X ^ ]y 2 X ) , x = y:
X is uniquely labeled if every element of it has an unambiguous label. For example f1]a; 2]ag is
uniquely labeled, while f1]a; 1]b; 2]ag is not. The family of all uniquely labeled sets over L  X
is denoted by U (L; X ). Note that ; is uniquely labeled, and for every X 2 U (L; X ) jXj  jLj.
In particular we are interested in the family U (L; hi), where  is an alphabet.
For every uniquely labeled set X  L  X , let
L(X ) = f 2 L j 9x 2 X: ]x 2 Xg:
The set L(X ) is the set of all labels used to labeled elements of X . For instance L(f1]a; 2]bg) =
f1; 2g.
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Syntax of Access Programs
Name

Argument Value Action-response Forms
POP
POP :nil
PUSH integer
PUSH (d):nil
TOP
integer
TOP :d

Canonical Step-traces
canonical(t) , t = [PUSH (di)]ni=1 ^ 0  n  size
t0 = "

Trace Assertions
Trace Patterns
Clusters
t = PUSH (d)
"
 (t; POP ) =
t = s:PUSH (d1):PUSH (d2) s:PUSH (d1)
s
%
t="
"
Condition
Equivalence
 (t; PUSH (d)) = length(t) < size t:PUSH (d)
% length(t) = size
t
Condition

Trace Patterns Equivalence
 (t; TOP :d) =
t = s:PUSH (d)
t
% d = nil
t="
"

Dictionary

size : the size of the stack
length(t) : the length of the trace t
Figure 9: Full Trace Assertion Speci cation for Drunk Stack Module
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Syntax of Access Programs
Visible Name Abstract Name Argument Value Action-response Forms
POP
POP :nil
PUSH
integer
PUSH (d):nil
TOP
integer
TOP :d
push1
integer
push1(d)

Canonical Step-traces
canonical(t) , t = [push1(di)]ni=1 ^ 0  n  size
t0 = "

Trace Assertions
Trace Patterns
Clusters
t = push1(d)
"
 (t; POP ) =
t = s:push1(d1):push1(d2) s:push1(d1 )
s
%
t="
"
Condition
Cluster
 (t; PUSH (d)) = length(t) < size , 1 t:push1(d):push1(d) t:push1(d)
length(t) = size , 1
t:push1(d)
% lenght(t) = size
t
Condition

Trace Patterns Equivalence
 (t; TOP :d) =
t = s:PUSH (d)
t
% d = nil
t="
"

Dictionary

size : the size of the stack
length(t) : the length of the trace t
Figure 10: Full Trace Assertion Speci cation for Very Drunk Stack Module
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For every 2 L and every X 2 U (L; X ), let

Xj = x and X k = ]x
if ]x 2 X for some x, and unde ned otherwise. For instance if X = f1]a; 2]bg then Xj1 = a
and X k = 1]a, while Xj3 and X k 3 are unde ned. The operator j will be called \projection"
and k will be called \selection". Note that X k = ]Xj , if Xj is de ned.
For every two uniquely labeled sets X , Y , we de ne the operation - and  in the following
way:
X - Y = X n f ]x 2 X j 2 L(Y )g [ Y ;
X  Y = X [ Y n f ]x j x 2 X ^ 2 L(X ) \ L(Y )g:
Note that X - Y , X  Y are always uniquely labeled and X  Y = Y  X , but it may
happen that X - Y 6= Y - X . The operation - replaces elements of X by the elements
of Y with the same labels. If L(X )  L(Y ) then X - Y = Y and X  Y = Y n X . If
L(X ) \L(Y ) = ; then X - Y = X [Y = X Y . For instance f1]a; 2]bg - f1]bg = f1]b; 2]bg,
and f1]a; 2]bg  f1]bg = f2]bg. The operator - will be called the labeled replacement, the
operator  is an auxiliary operator that will be used to de ne concatenation and weak concatenation for the elements of U (L; hi).
The elements of U (L; hi) will be called uniquely labeled sets of step-sequences, and the
elements of Lh i labeled step-sequences. In particular ; and ]" are labeled step-sequences.
For every 1; 2 2 U (L; hi) we de ne concatenation \." and weak concatenation \^" by:

1:2 = f ]t1:t2 j ]t1 2 1 ^ ]t2 2 2g [ (1  2 )
1 ^2 = f ]t1 ^t2 j ]t1 2 1 ^ ]t2 2 2g [ (1  2 )
Clearly 1:2 and 1 ^2 are elements of U (L; hi). For instance if 1 = f1]"; 2]a:hb:ai; 3]a:ag
and 2 = f1]a:b; 2]hc:dig, then we have 1 :2 = f1]a:b; 2]a:hb:ai:hc:di; 3]a:ag, 1 ^ 2 =
f1]a:b; 2]a:hb:a:c:di; 3]a:ag.
We also extend the operator 2 in the following way:

8 2 L: 8 2 U (L; hi): 2  , 9t 2 hi: ]t 2 :
8a 2 : 8 2 U (L; hi): a 2  , 9 2 L: 9t 2 hi: ]t 2  ^ a 2 t:
For instance, 2 2 f1]a:a; 2]a:hb:aig, but 3 2= f1]a:a; 2]a:hb:aig, b 2 f1]a:a; 2]a:hb:aig, but
c 2= f1]a:a; 2]a:hb:aig.

In summary, the following operators have been de ned for the uniquely labeled sets of steptraces: projection, selection, labeled replacement, concatenation and weak concatenation, and
the operator \in" (2) has been extended.

14.2 Multi-Objects Trace Assertion Speci cations

Let TA = (; O; ; C ; ; t0) be a trace assertion speci cation, and let L be a set of labels.
By a Free Multi-Object Trace Assertion Speci cation generated by TA and L, we mean a
tuple:
L]TA = (L  ; O; L  ; U (L; C ); L; ;)
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where: L   is the set of labeled actions, O is the set of objects, L   the set of labeled
actions-responses, U (L; C ) is the uniquely labeled set of canonical step-traces, L is the transition
(extension) function de ned as follows L : U (L; C )  (L ) ! 2U (L;C ); and:
(
8 2 U (L; C ):8 ]a:d 2 L: L (; ]a:d) = f;  - f ]tg j t 2 ( j ; a:d) g ifif (( jj ;; aa::dd)) 6== ;;
The above de nition assumes self-initialization of modules, i.e. the rst (normal, not misuse) system call initializes a given object in the module. The pair (L; TA) describes L]TA
completely, since L]TA is entirely speci ed by the speci cation TA and the description of L.
For instance L = the set of all available names, and TA from Figure 5 (without enhancement)
describe completely the self-initializing multi-stack module. We may easily derive that in such
a case (we specify normal behaviour only so far): L (;; st1]PUSH (3)) = fst1]PUSH (3)g,
while L (;; st1]POP ) = ;. If  = fst1]PUSH (3):PUSH (1); st2]"; st3]PUSH (5)g, then we
have L (; st1]POP ) = fst1]PUSH (3); st2]"; st3]PUSH (5)g, while L (; st2]POP ) = ;. In
the sequel, except theory part, we shall prefer to write PUSH (st1; 3):PUSH (st1; 1) instead of
st1]PUSH (3):PUSH (1).
The normal behaviour described by L]TA is given by:

NB (L]TA) = fx j x 2 (L ) ^ L (;; x) 6= ;g;
where L is a standard extension of L onto U (L; C )  (L ) ! 2U (L;C ) (see Section 6.1).
The empty trace, ", always does belong to NB (L]TA) since, by the de nition, L (;; ") =
f;g 6= ;. For the self-initializing multi-stack trace assertion speci cation L]TA we have x =
PUSH (st1; 1):PUSH (st2; 3):POP (st1) 2 NB (L]TA) since L (;; x) = fst1]"; PUSH (st2; 3)g 6=
;, while x:POP (st1) 2= NB(L]TA) since L (;; x:POP (st1)) = ;.
For every L]TA, let L; denote the following function:
(
;
8 2 U (L; C ): 8 ]a:d 2 L : L (; ]a:d) = ;L(; ]a:d) ifif 22= 
A multi-object trace assertion speci cation we mean a tuple:

MTA = (L]TA; glob; Oglob; glob; glob)
where L]TA as above, glob is the set of global actions, Oglob is the set of global outputs, glob
is the set of global action-response events, glob the global transition (extension) function, and:
S ( Li )  O ) [ (S1 ( Li )):
glob  ( 1
glob
i=0 glob
i=0 glob
glob : U (L; C )  glob ! 2U (L;C ):
The trace assertion TA will be called a kernel of MTA.
We shall rather write a( 1; :::; k) 2 glob , or a( 1 ; :::; k):d 2 glob , than (a; 1; :::; k), or
(a; 1; :::; k; d). For instance new( ) instead of (new; ) or concatenate( 1 ; 2; 3) instead of
(concatenate; 1 ; 2; 3).
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For every MTA we de ne the transition function ^ : U (L; C )  ((L ) [ glob ) ! 2U (L;C ) ,
where
8
>
< L; (; p) if p 2 L  ^ new 2= glob
^
8 2 U (L; C ): 8p 2 (L ) [ glob : (; p) = > L (; p) if p 2 L  ^ new 2 glob
:  (; p) if p 2 
glob

glob

The system call new( ) 2 glob  L is de ned as follows:
(
glob (; new( )) = f;  - f ]t0g g ifif 22= 
In other words ^ = L [ glob if new 2= glob , and ^ = L; [ glob otherwise.
The global system call new( ) which just creates a new instance of the TA, is usually
accompanied by the system call kill( ) 2 glob  L (name may vary), which kills an instance
of TA labeled . The kill( ) is de ned as follows:
(
glob(; kill( )) = f;  n f k g g ifif 22= 
The normal behaviour generated by MTA is de ned by:

NB(MTA) = fx j x 2 ((L ) [ glob ) ^ ^(;; x) 6= ;g:
For instance " always does belong to NB (MTA) since ^ (;; ") = f;g =
6 ;, if new; kill 2
glob , then new( 1 ):new( 2):kill( 2) 2 NB (MTA) since ^ (;; new( 1):new( 2):kill( 2)) =
f 1]t0g 6= ;, and ^(;; new( 1):new( 2):kill( 2):kill( 1)) = f;g 6= ;, while new( 1):kill( 2) 2=
NB(MTA) since ^ (;; new( 1):kill( 2)) = ;.

MTA is self-initialized if new 2= glob , output independent if TA is output independent,
deterministic if TA is deterministic and jglob (; p)j  1. The concepts of enhancement, full
specifcation, Mealy form and state constructors can easily be introduced for multi-objects modules. We left their formal de nitions for a reader. The counterparts of Lemma 10.1, Proposition 10.2 and Proposition 12.1 also do hold for multi-objects trace speci cations. Figure 10
represents a full self-initialized multi-object trace assertion specication for the Cross module
that was introduced and analysed in [17]. The speci cation of the Cross module caused some
problems when the older convention and techniques were used [17]. The Cross speci cation
is non-deterministic and output independent. The module implements up to two sets, labeld
by either a or b, each set may contain 0, 1, both 0 and 1 or is empty. There are two local
operations INSERT , which inserts an element into a given set, TEST which tests if an element is in a guven set, and one global operation CROSS which takes two sets and divides
non-deterministically their union into two disjoint sets. The module is self-initializing, the rst
INSERT creates a set. Figure 11 represents the full multi-objects trace assertion speci cation of Multi-Stack with new, concatenate, and kill as global systems calls. The speci cation
is deterministic, output-independent and non self-initializing. For multi-objects modules the
speci cation format is extended.
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14.3 Format for Multi-Objects Trace Assertion Speci cation

A Multi-Objects Trace Assertion Speci cation in the standard form consists of six, seven or eight
sections: Labels, Syntax, Local Canonical Step-Traces, Local Trace Assertions, Global Canonical
Step-Traces, Global Trace Assertions and Extended Local Trace Assertions, and Dictionary. The
Global Canonical Step-Traces are always redundant and may be omitted. The Extended Local
Trace Assertions may be partially or entirely redundant as well.
The Labels section speci es all the names that are allowed as labels. The Syntax section is expanded by the columns Type and Code. The Type may be global, if an action belongs to glob or local, if it belongs to . Codes are used to make speci cation of canonicalstep traces shorter (and easier to understand). Instead of use the full action-responce form
we may use just a code, and for instance write i instead of INSERT (i). The convention
stack1 ]PUSH (i) and new(stack2 ) (or (new; stack2)) works ne for the theory part, but for applications PUSH (stack1; i) and new(stack2) seems to be more natural. In the Action-response
Forms column, we shall use \" to indicate where the label variables and constants occur. The
Local Canonical Step-traces section de nes the canonical step-traces (usually using codes from
Syntax section) of the kernel, and the Local Trace Assertions section de nes the trace assertions (mapping  ) of the kernel. The rules for writing trace assertions are exactly the same
as described in Section 13 (Speci cation Format). The section Global Canonical Step-traces is
always redundant, but its inclusion may increase the readability. The convention

fE (xi)gki=j
as a shorthand for fE (xj ); E (xj +1); :::; E (xk)g and ; if k < j , may be used. The rules for Global

Trace Assertions, that de ne the mapping glob and Extended Local Trace Assertions are the
same as for Local Trace Assertions, that de nes L or L; . The Extended Local Trace Assertions
may be in part or entirely redundant. In order to keep the number of symbols used as small as
possible, we shall use the symbol ^ for both Global Trace Assertions and Extended Local Trace
Assertions. The symbol % will denote the enhancement part of the speci cation.

15 Trace Assertion Method and Algebraic Speci cation
There are strong similarities between the Trace Assertion Method and the Algebraic Speci cation Method (see [9, 37]) which is one of the most well-known approaches to specifying abstract
data types. Examples of similarities:
1. Syntax parts of trace assertion speci cations correspond to signatures in algebraic specication.
2. For output-independent trace assertion speci cations, trace assertions correspond to conditional equations,
3. Canonical traces corresponds canonical terms (see [9]).
4. State constructors (as introduced in the paper to solve the problem that it is not always
possible to represent the possible states uniquely by sequences of action-response pairs of
visible functions) correspond to auxiliary/hidden functions in algebraic speci cation.
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Labels
L = fa; bg
Syntax of Access Programs
Name

Type Argument Value Action-response Forms Code
INSERT local
0 or 1
INSERT (; i):nil
i
TEST
local
0 or 1 Boolean
TEST (; i):d
CROSS global
CROSS:nil

Local Canonical Step-traces (Coded)
canonical(t) , (t = " _ t = i _ t = hi1:i2i) ^ i; i1; i2 2 f0; 1g ^ i1 6= i2
t0 = "

Local Trace Assertions
Equivalence
 (t; INSERT (; i)) =
t^i

Condition

(t; TEST (; i):d) = i 2 t ^ d = true
i 2= t ^ d = false

Equivalence

t
t

Global Canonical Step-traces (Redundant)
global canonical( ) ,  = ; _ (( = fa]tg _  = fb]tg) ^ canonical(t))
_( = fa]t1; b]t2g ^ canonical(t1) ^ canonical(t2))
0 = ;
Global Trace Assertions
^(; CROSS ) =

Condition
Clusters
0 2  ^ 1 2  ^ j j = 2 fa]h0:1i; b]"g fa]0; b]1g fa]1; b]0g fa]"; b]h0:1ig
0 2  ^ 1 2=  ^ j j = 2
fa]"; b]0g
fa]0; b]"g
1 2  ^ 0 2=  ^ j j = 2
fa]"; b]1g
fa]1; b]"g
 = fa]"; b]"g

%
j j < 2


Extended Local Trace Assertions (Redundant, except enhancements)
^(; INSERT ( ; i)) =

Equivalence

^(; TEST ( ; i):d) =

Condition
Equivalence
]i 2  ^ d = true

2  ^ ]i 2=  ^ d = false


 ^ f ]ig

%

2= 



Figure 11: Full Trace Assertion Speci cation for (a self-initializing) Cross Module
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Labels L =available names
Syntax of Access Programs
Name

Type Argument Value Action-response Forms Codes
POP
local
POP ():nil
PUSH
local
integer
PUSH (; i):nil
i
TOP
local
integer
TOP ():i
new
global
label
new()
concatenate global 3  label
concatenate(; ; )
kill
global
label
kill()

Local Canonical Step-traces
canonical(t) , t = [di]ni=1 ^ 0  n  size
t0 = "

Local Trace Assertions
Trace Patterns Equivalence
 (t; POP ()) =
t = s:d
s
%

t="

"

Condition
Equivalence
 (t; PUSH (; d)) = length(t) < size
t:d
% length(t) = size
t
Condition Trace Patterns Equivalence
 (t; TOP ():d) =
t = s:d
t
% d = nil
t="
"
Global Canonical Traces (Redundant) Vt
i canonical(t ) ^ ( = , j = l)
global canonical( ) ,  = f i]ti gki=1 ^ i=1
i
j
l
0 = ;

Global Trace Assertions
^(; new( )) =

Condition Equivalence

2= 
 - f ]"g
% 2


^(; concatenate( 1; 2; 3) =
^(; kill( )) =

Dictionary

Condition

12^ 22^ 32

% 1 2=  _ 2 2=  ^ 3 2= 
Condition Equivalence

%

Equivalence

 - f 3 ] j 1: j 2g


2
 n f k g
2= 


size : the size of the stack, length(t) : the length of the trace t
Figure 12: Full Trace Assertion Speci cation for Multiple Stack Module. Extended Local Trace
Assertions are omitted as redundant.
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However there are major di erences. The main di erence is that
1. Algebraic speci cation supports implicit equations while trace assertion method uses
explicit equations only.
The functions PUSH , POP , and TOP operating on non-empty stack may abstractly be implicitly de ned as [9]:
POP (PUSH (s; a)) = s
TOP (PUSH (s; a)) = a
Less abstract, with states of the stack represented as sequences and \." denoting concatenation,
explicit de nition of the same part of stack is the following (also see [9]):
PUSH (s; a) = s:a
POP (s:a) = s
TOP (s:a) = a
df
In the second, explicit, case we may replace \=" by \=",
but in the rst, implicit, case we cannot. The trace assertion speci cation is a straight abstraction of the second case. The implicit
de nitions might sometimes be shorter, they are usually more abstract, however the vast majority of peoples seem to consider explicit de nitions as more readable and easier to understand.
The stack is well-known and easy to understand module, but even here some students have
encountered initial problems to understand that the implicit equations really de ne the stack,
while the explicit equations are practically self-explained. For more complex modules, as for
example parts of protocols [7, 15], parts of software for aircraft control [34], or intra-processor,
inter-process communication via mailboxes [35] both de ning and understanding implicit equations might be dicult (how simple equational de nitions of Unique Integer or Cross module
would look like?).
The second di erence is
2. The underlying models for algebraic speci cation are abstract algebras [5], while the underlying model for trace assertion method are automata.
While as we mentioned before there is similarity between automata and algebras, they are
di erent models. The other di erences:
3. To specify in trace assertion speci cations that a function does not change the state, it
is necessary to explicitly write trace assertions expressing this, while in algebraic speci cation it is possible already in the signature to express this so that there is no need for
equations.
4. Trace assertion speci cation provides syntactic facilities which makes it possible in certain
cases to specify a function by a single trace assertion, while the use of auxiliary/hidden
functions (e.g. in the de nition of a stack with over ow [3]). or recursive de nitions
(e.g. in the de nition of the dequeue function for a queue [9]) are necessary in algebraic
speci cation
5. State constructors that correspond to auxiliary/hidden functions are used only to handle
heavy non-determinism, while the use of auxiliary/hidden functions is much wider in
algebraic speci cations.
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Suppose for instance that PUSH additionally returns the value that is pushed on the top of
the stack. Trace assertion speci cation requires only small adjustments, in Figure 5 we need
to replace PUSH (d):nil by PUSH (d):d in the last column of the Syntax of Access Programs,
t = [PUSH (di)]ni=1 by t = [PUSH (di):di]ni=1 in the Canonical Step-traces de nition (or nothing
if codes are used as in Fig. 11), and
Condition
Equivalence
 (t; PUSH (d)) = length(t) < size t:PUSH (d)
% length(t) = size
t
by
Condition
Equivalence
(t; PUSH (d):d) = length(t) < size t:PUSH (d):d
% length(t) = size
t
The similar minor adjustments are needed for the Mealy form of Figure 6. The algebraic
speci cation requires a use of an auxiliary/hidden function push, and may look like the following:

POP (push(s; a)) = s
TOP (push(s; a)) = a
PUSH (s; a)
= (push(s; a); a)
where PUSH : Stack  Integers ! Stack  Integers. The descriptive power of trace assertion

speci cation and algebraic speci cation is the same. Every trace assertion speci cation can be
transformed into an equivalent canonical terms algebra ([9, 37]), and for every algebraic speci cation, a trace assertion speci cation equivalent to the canonical terms algebra of the given
algebraic speci cation can be constructed. The constructions in the general case are formally
complex and tedious, even so the intuitions seem to be clear. We will show how such transformations may look like for some special cases. Those transformations will also emphasize
similarities and di erences.
Let FTA be a deterministic and output-independent full trace assertion speci cation, and
let FTAMealy = (; O;  (C ); ; v; t0), be its Mealy form. Let    be de ned as follows:

a 2  , 8t 2  (C ): v (t; a) = nil;
and let v =  n  . Assume that

8a 2 v : 8t 2 (C ):  (t; a) = ftg:
For example the Stack Module from Figure 6 has the above property with v = fTOP g and
 = fPOP g [ fPUSH (i) j i is an integerg.
For every x 2 hi, let x~ 2 h i be a string derived from x by erasing all elements of
v from x. For instance if x = PUSH (1):TOP:PUSH (3) then x~ = PUSH (1):PUSH (3). If
v = fa; dg,  = fb; cg, and x = b:ha:b:ci:ha:di:c then x~ = b:hb:ci:c
Since FTA is deterministic, then for all t 2  (C ), x 2 hi,

 (t; x) =  (t; x~)
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and we may replace t 2  (C ) by x~ 2 g
(C ). Hence without loss of generality we may assume
that  (C )  h i (otherwise replace  (C ) by g
(C ) and modify  respectively).
Let Ov = v ( (C ))  O, and let us consider the following two-sorts function algebra:
AFTA = ((C ); Ov; A [ Av [ ft0g);
where  (C ) and Ov are domains, A [ Av [ ft0 g are functions with t0 as the only constant.
The elements of A are functions from  (C ) into  (C ), and the elements of Av are functions
from  (C ) into O) de ned as follows:
a^ 2 A i a 2  and a^(t) = s ,  (t; a) = fsg;
a^ 2 Av i a 2 v and a^(t) = d , v (t; a) = d:
For every x 2  , let x^ :  (C ) !  (C ) be de ned as follows: if x = " then x^(t) = t, if
x = a1: ::: :ak then x^(t) = a^k (:::(a^1(t)):::).
AFTA and FTAMealy are equivalent in the sense that:
 (t; x) = fx^~(t)g and v (t; a) = a^(t) if a 2 v :
In the same sense every t 2  (C ) can be identi ed as a canonical ground term [9]. For example PUSH (1):PUSH (2) corresponds to PUSH (PUSH ("; 1); 2). Hence the algebra AFTA
can be seen as a canonical term algebra that is equivalent to FTA.
Consider the following many-sorted algebra
A = (S0; S1; :::; Sk; Op)
where Si , i = 0; :::k, are domains, and Op is the set of operations (functions). Assume that
Op \ S0 = fs0g, i.e. there is only one constant with a value in S0 . Assume also that every
operation ^a 2 Op which is not a constant, is either of the form a^ : S0 ! Sia , or
a^ : S0  Si1  :::  Sika ! Sia ;
{z
}
|
ij 6=0

where ia = 0; :::; k. For every a^ 2 Op, we write range(^a) = Sia . The domain S0 is called
domestic, the others are foreign, and the algebra is called with one domestic domain. Most
algebraic speci cations in the literature result in the algebras with one domestic domain.
If a^ : S0  Si1  :::  Sika ! Sia , then let fd(^a) = Si1  :::  Sika (f oreign domains of a^), if
a^ : S0 ! Si0 then fd(^a) = ;.
For every operation ^a, let a denotes the name of this operation. De ne:
 = fS(a; r) j a^ 2 Op ^ r 2 fd(^a)g [ fa j a^ 2 Op ^ fd(^a) = ;g;
O = ^a2Op range(^a) n S0 [ fnilg:
We shall write rather a(r) 2  instead of (a; r) 2 . Let    be de ned as follows:
 = fa j a 2  ^ range(^a) = S0 g [ fa(r) j a(r) 2  ^ range(^a) = S0 g
and let v =  n  .
We de ne  : S0   ! S0, v : S0   ! L as
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1. if range(^a) = S0 and fd(^a) = ; then  (t; a) = fsg ^ v (t; a) = nil , a^(t) = s;
2. if range(^a) = S0 and fd(^a) 6= ; then  (t; a(r)) = fsg ^ v (t; a) = nil , a^(t; r) = s;
3. if range(^a) 6= S0 and fd(^a) = ; then  (t; a) = ftg ^ v (t; a) = d , a^(t) = d;
4. if range(^a) 6= S0 and fd(^a) 6= ; then  (t; a(r)) = ftg ^ v (t; a) = d , a^(t; r) = d;
Without any loss of generality we may assume that S0 is the set of canonical ground terms [9, 37],
so every element of S0 can easily be interpreted as a canonical trace (PUSH (PUSH ("; 1); 2)
corresponds to PUSH (1):PUSH (2)).
Let us de ne

FTAMealy
= (; O; S0;  ; v; s0):
A

One may verify that FTAMealy
is a correctly de ned Full Trace Assertion Speci cation in
A
A
Mealy form. To show an equivalence of A and FTMMealy
we proceed in the same way as for

the equivalence of AFTA and FTAMealy . For every x 2  we de ne x^ : S0 ! S0 , as follows.
If x = " then x^(t) = t, if x = y:a then x^(t) = a^(^y (t)), if x = y:a(r) then x^(t) = a^(^y (t); r). For
every x 2 , x~ 2   is the string derived from x by erasing all elements of v from x.
The algebra A and the trace assertion speci cation FTAMealy
are equivalent in the sense
A
that:
 (t; x) = fx^~(t)g and v (t; a) = a^(t) if a 2 v ^ fd(^a) = ;; or
v (t; a(r)) = a^(t; r) if a 2 v ^ fd(^a) 6= ;:
We believe the areas of applications for the algebraic speci cations are di erent than for the
trace assertion method. The algebraic speci cation is better suited for de ning abstract data
types in programming languages (as SML, LARCH, etc., see [37]). The trace assertion method is
better suited for specifying complex interface modules as for instance communication protocols
[7, 15, 34, 35]. The division follows from the general pattern of applicability of automata based
and algebraic models. One may model integers as an automaton (it is usually de ned as an
algebra), or may de ne the semantics of SCR speci cation [13] as an abstract algebra (it is
de ned as a kind of automaton), however in both cases the advantage as such way of modeling
is hardly seen.

16 Final Comment
An automata-based model for the trace assertion method has been presented and its formal
consistency has been proven. A modi ed speci cation format based on this model has also been
proposed. The main points of the model are the following:
 the alphabet which represent observable event occurrences is built from action-response
events,
 the structure of the trace assertion speci cation is entirely described on the bases of
normal behaviour only,
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exceptional behaviour is speci ed separately as an enhancement of normal behaviour, and
such an enhancement may be added to the trace assertion speci cation,
 canonical step-traces (instead of canonical traces) are used to specify states for singleobject modules, and sets of canonical step-traces are used to specify states for multi-object
modules. Sequence notation is used to specify both step-traces and sets of step traces,
 the determinism is de ned and handled in the way it is done in automata theory and is
di erentiated from the concept of output independence,
 Mealy forms are special cases of a more general yet simpler model,
 multi-object modules are speci ed using the concept of uniquely labeled sets of step-traces.
Neither the monitored events [13, 32, 36] nor non-sequential modules are considered in this
paper. For non-sequential models a possible delay between an action and its response must
be modeled, so \true-concurrency" models should rather be used [22]. We have shown that
the output value functions are redundant. The theory does not need them, and we believe
they usually make speci cations less readable. We have found the standard forms shorter and
more readable than the Mealy forms. For the output dependent trace speci cations, the explicit
output functions seem to be useless at all. The speci cation of multi-object modules is not much
di erent than single-object modules. The trace assertion method and algebraic speci cation
can be seen as complimentary approaches. They have some things in common, but substantial
di erences as well. The main di erence is the use of implicit equations in algebraic speci cations,
and explicit equations only in trace assertions. Their areas of applications seem to be di erent.
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